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Share of gas for power sector by region
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Floating re-gas – existing/under development
Floating re-gas – planned

Onshore re-gas – existing/under development
Onshore re-gas – planned

S. Africa: replace declining 
domestic feed to GTL plant

Indonesia: supply domestic market 
with domestic LNG

Estonia/Finland: reduce dependence  on 
Russian pipeline gas

Singapore: enhance 
supply diversity

Chile: substitute oil products used by 
mining companies and supply shortage 
from Argentina

Thailand: domestic output 
nearing plateau

Malaysia: gas shortage in 
peninsular Malaysia

Jordan: replace lost Egyptian pipe import

Kuwait / Bahrain /Dubai / Abu Dhabi: 

domestic gas shortages

Bangladesh: domestic 
gas shortage

Brazil: flexible supply to match 
hydro dependence

Uruguay: reduce 
dependence on imported 
oil/Argentina

Argentina: decline in domestic 
production

Philippines: growing 
domestic demand

Pakistan: domestic 
gas shortage

Poland: reduce dependence on 
Russian pipeline gas

Mexico: bottlenecks from pipeline 
US supply

Myanmar: domestic gas 
shortage

Sources: public information

China: Large increases in domestic 
consumption, with many new 
terminals  under-construction

Vietnam: domestic output 
nearing plateau

India: continued 
domestic gas 
shortage

Belgium, France, Italy, Spain, UK: 

excess spare regas & CCGT capacity

Egypt: satisfying 
domestic demand

Several new LNG buyers
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Asian supply growth in 2013

Annual change, Bcm
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Global liquefaction capacity growth



LNG cost to deliver from new projects

10Source: Wood Mackenzie*To Japan (assuming delivery to Futtsu terminal on 155,000 m3 DFDE vessel) at 12% discount rate



Conclusion

• Natural gas is the fastest growing fossil fuel with the expansion of trade driven 
by Asia Pacific

• New supply sources are increasing gas market liquidity – with several countries 
competing for this supply

• Pricing mechanisms for LNG are changing from mainly crude related to HH or 
other gas index related – however LNG is unlikely to be cheap

• Flexibility is key for balancing gas markets and is valuable.  
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